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Premier Outdoor Living LLC, Chooses the CAMO® Edge Fastening System as the Key to
Success for Upscale Deck Design

Grand Rapids, MI -- Sean Collinsgru, founder of Premier Outdoor Living, LLC, in Palmyra, NJ,
has selected the CAMO® Edge Fastening System on all of his elaborate deck projects
throughout Southern New Jersey. CAMO’s unique system provides an attractive, secure,
fastener-free surface solution that replicates the smooth look of indoor flooring. Premier
specializes in decks, patios, and landscaping with an eye toward creative designs and details—
decks that reflect homeowner’s personal style. CAMO is essential to the decks designed and
built by Collinsgru and his crew to ensure the highest quality work.
“The CAMO Edge Fastening system is very easy to use,” said Collinsgru. “It is faster and more
efficient than any system on the market and gives all our projects a clean, fastener-free look
which is what the customers want,” he said. “We don’t offer anything but fastener-free.”
The CAMO Marksman Pro® guide helps Collinsgru and his crew efficiently deliver deck screws
into the boards with speed and precision. He pairs the edge-fastening system with AZEK capped
polymer decking or composites such as TimberTech for an upscale, professional look. CAMO
offers an expanded warranty to cover deck boards in addition to the screws, for added assurance
and confidence in installing CAMO with any decking type—wood, composite or pvc.
“I’ve found that CAMO works well with every type of decking, said Collinsgru. “ I’ve used it
on composites, pvcs, and even cedar. The edge-fastening system is way easier to install than
plugs, and we like that the board is screwed into the deck board and the joist unlike other
systems.” He said he especially likes the self-spacing aspect for composite boards.
CAMO from National Nail, is known as the expert single-source deck solutions center with edge
fastening, face-fastening and the best hidden clips in the industry.
“The CAMO Edge Fastening system is offered at a good price and is the only system we ever
use,” said Collinsgru. “I don't see myself using anything else other than CAMO in near future”
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About CAMO Edge Fastening
CAMO Edge Fastening™ from National Nail delivers beautiful, fastener-free, Barefoot
Approved™ results with virtually any wood, composite or PVC decking. CAMO® offers a
variety of guides, fasteners, and accessories, as well as a collated system to suit project
requirements. For more information or to locate a dealer, visit CAMO Fasteners or call 1-800968-6245. Be sure to “Like” CAMO® Fasteners on Facebook.

